ABSTRACT Aiming at the inherent problems of heading divergence and error accumulation in indoor inertial positioning of pedestrian field, we proposed a new indoor positioning error correction method for pedestrian multi-motions recognition. This method is aimed at pedestrians' seven common indoor movements. Periodically, divide the motion data of the accelerometer in the sensitive-axis-direction (vertical geodetic direction) of MEMS-IMU worn on the pedestrian's waist. And acquire the feature vector through feature extraction by the hybrid-orders fraction domain transformation. The effective features with high identification degree under the different optimal order transformations are mixed and matched. Then, these are sent to each sub-classifier to complete the classification process by the dichotomy and finish the processes of subsequent machine learning. The error correction of the heading angle and positioning is carried out combining with the improved HDE algorithm, the innovative floor constraints' method, and the motion states' transition correction technique. The final indoor positioning experiment results show that the classification effect of this motion detection method is better than the traditional methods'. The average classification accuracy can reach up to 97%. And the method reduces the computing requirements for hardware. By using the floor constraint method, the vertical height difference can achieve the effect of complete reset of the origin. The trajectory lines of the movement in the same floor are well displayed. At the same time, the best horizontal error positioning result is only 1.72 m during the total travel distance of 412.40 m (TTD ≈ 0.42%).
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the participation of Internet giants such as Google, Facebook, and BAT, location based services (LBS) have unprecedented market size and development prospects. The Swedish market research firm Berg Insight released the latest report and predicted that the global LBS market will increase from 10.3 billion euros in 2014 to 24.8 billion euros in 2020 at a compound annual growth rate of 22.5%. In the eight vertical areas of its LBS market segmentation, home and personnel positioning services are a very large service application group [1] . In the area of pedestrian navigation and positioning, the outdoor satellite positioning technology have been very mature with good accuracy and reliability.
However, under the confined environment of indoor buildings, tunnels, underground, etc., due to the weakened intensity of satellite signals, the effect of searching satellites is not ideal or even blank, then this method will be useless [2] .
Aiming at this phenomenon, the autonomous inertial positioning estimation method without arranging nodes in advance or any other external assistance is applied widely with inertial sensors. And its autonomy is extremely strong, which can well solve the above-mentioned problems.
However, the main disadvantage of the IMU (inertial measurement unit) sensors is the drift phenomenon caused by the characteristics of the device itself: as time goes by, the error will be accumulated accordingly, making the accuracy of the output inertial data worse and worse. In order to suppress drift resulting in the final positioning divergence phenomenon, Foxlin firstly proposed a shoe-based positioning algorithm framework in 2005. It used approximately 20ms zero-velocity state during the foot touching on the floor to trigger the Kalman filter to solve the above problem. But this method also has some limitations: first, it is impossible to correct the heading, especially in the longtime test. The trajectory will be rotated in one direction, affecting the heaviest positioning accuracy; second, it is the extraction of zero transient. It is well known that it is easy to recognize the zero moments of the footsteps. However, when the IMU is worn on a certain part of a more flexible body trunk, such as the waist and the chest, it is more difficult to extract the zero-velocity state, which limits the Kalman convergence time and ultimately affects the positioning accuracy.
In response to above two limitations, experts and scholars in this field proposed the pedestrian dead reckoning method (PDR). The essence of this method is to extract three key points of the PDR model: the number of steps, the step size, and the heading. And calculate the pedestrian's trajectory eventually with each gait information. The core of this whole process is Human Activity Recognition (HAR). Therefore, domestic and foreign experts have done a lot of researches on feature extraction, fusion, model building, and classifier design.
Gong J used an inertial sensor network, fixing the inertial sensors on the wrists of both hands and the ankles of both feet. He studied the effect of sensor wear-out errors and fixed tightness on the classification results. Then he proposed a LDSM model to solve this problem. The way of classification and the selected features is conventional routines. In his paper, an action is subdivided and segmented, and the author was not only extracting its overall feature for a form of movement, but also its phased features [3] . Jalloul et al. [4] from Rennes University in France also adopted the way that used multi-sensors fixed on the human body. But extracted the time domain and frequency domain features in the time window, and used the KNN classifier to perceive. In the HAR problems, the calculation of a large number of motion data for classifier training, are time-consuming and labor-intensive. To reduce the number of training samples, Wen and Wang [5] proposed a classifier model combining a three-layer Bayesian probability model (LDA) and AdaBoost. The classifier model used less labeled data. Based on the stealth Markov chain, Rubén San-Segundo et al. added the motion sequence model: it is starting from an arbitrary initial state, drawing all possible next states and constructing a state transition graph to improve the classification accuracy [6] . In terms of feature extraction, in addition to the above mentioned traditional time and frequency domain features, such as: mean, standard deviation, correlation coefficient, FFT coefficient, energy spectrum, dominant frequency, and spectral density, etc. [7] - [12] , in recent years, there are also various innovations: AR auto-regression model coefficients, frequency cepstrum coefficients, linear perception prediction coefficients, polynomial coefficients extracted from the hip trajectory and the center of pressure (CoP) trajectory in activity period. They all have got effective classification as HAR's feature vector [13] - [15] . At the same time, Gupta and Dallas [16] also conducted some researches in the field of feature selection methods (Relief-F and sequential forward floating search (SFFS). Preece et al. [17] compared and summarized the feature selection and classification accuracy in time domain, frequency domain, and wavelet domain at different levels. That paper is a relatively comprehensive and typical literature reference for this field; Yang [18] in South China University of Technology's doctoral dissertation also have done studies and comparisons on various aspects of the HAR problems. The paper is also very convincing and representative.
In those above work, most of them focus on more detailed, heuristic methods and extensive work. There are optimizations and improvements in HAR problems and subsequent PDR positioning effects at different levels. However, there are still urgent problems challenging the field to overcome, including: feature redundancy, model complexity, computational complexity, low number of classifications, low accuracy, and the need to rely on additional ancillary information (multi-axis or other information addition) helping classification [3] - [18] .
According to the ideas and inspirations given by the previous generation, comprehend the three core elements of PDR and the algorithm framework. We used a bridge-like fraction domain transformation theory between the time domain and frequency domain. Perceive the output of accelerometer in sensitive-axis-direction transformed in this domain. Thereby complete the follow-up pedestrian movements classification, PDR processes and so on. In this paper, firstly, from the source, inertial device output part, the relevant calibration compensation was carried out; on the basis of previous work, the behavioral perception method of pedestrians multiple motions feature extraction by the HFDT was introduced; then, under the multi-condition constraint and correction algorithm, the indoor pedestrian waist PDR positioning process was completed; Finally, we designed some related experiments to verify the feasibility and efficiency of this method. And we provided a new type reference of pedestrian indoor dead reckoning for this research field. The technical process mainly includes four parts: data preprocessing, domain analysis, machine learning and pedestrian position calculation. That is, the main contents of the following parts shall be elaborated in order. The specific technical flow chart is as shown in the Fig. 1 This section mainly studies system errors from the inertial device level. By analyzing, modeling and compensation calibration the system errors, eliminate deterministic errors of the IMU system and improve the measurement accuracy of the output data. The system error calibration method is to establish an accurate system error model, design complete calibration tests and use precise test equipment to identify the correlation coefficient, and finally perform software compensation on the system output. This method is mainly used to eliminate the system's deterministic error, including scale factor error, cross-coupling error, installation error and so on. It is an important way to improve the accuracy of the inertial measurement system. In summary, the errors of IMU inertial devices can be divided into four categories: zero-position error, scale factor error, cross-coupling error, and random error. In the process of pedestrian heading attitude calculation, the accuracy and stability of gyro output play a more critical role (the stability is relatively poor, and it is easy to be interfered by external environment and its own device characteristics) [19] . Therefore, this section focuses on the gyro calibration description. Its error model can be described as:
where A q is the gyro zero-position output vector; N is the gyro angular rate zero-position output vector; N 1 is the coarse calibration zero-position output; N (T ) is the zero-position output related with temperature; N (a) is the zero-position output related with acceleration; SF is the scale factor matrix; SF 1 is the coarse calibration of the scale factor; SF 2 ( ) is the scale factor corresponding to the input angular rate; CR is the cross coupling coefficient matrix; v(t) is the random noise signal;ω is the angular rate output vector after the error compensation.
The gyro inertial combination system is tested with precision three-axis position rate turntables, high and low temperature test chamber, centrifuges and other devices. Then identify the coefficients of the error model and bring them into the error model to achieve system error compensation. (The accelerometer is relatively stable to gyro. Its calibration process can be relatively simplified and can be modeled on that of gyro for relevant design).
B. THE SMOOTH FILTER
When a pedestrian is in motion, the acceleration in the vertical geodetic direction presents a periodic change, so only the vertical geodetic direction acceleration is selected for processing and analysis. Each period of the acceleration periodic signal in the vertical geodetic direction represents a one-step forward motion (take the −9.8m/s 2 as the crossing node until the next node as one-cycle motion cycle, as shown in the Fig. 2 below) , so the pedestrian can be perceived in real time by extracting the features in fraction domain of each periodic signal. Firstly, the collected vertical geodetic direction acceleration data processed by Gaussian filter with a standard deviation of 1 (for smaller amplitude distortion) and moving average low-pass filter with a data window of 5 (de-peak interference: incorrect period statistics), co-work to do the smooth filter processing [20] . The filtered effect is shown in the Fig. 2 The traditional Fourier transform is a very mature and widely used mathematical tool in signal processing. From a generalized point of view, if the traditional Fourier linear operator is seen as an operator that rotates counterclockwise from the time axis π/2 to the frequency axis and rotates any angle to get a new signal representation, this is the nature of fractional Fourier transform, as shown in the Fig. 3 .
And it preserves the nature and characteristics of the traditional Fourier transform, and adds other new unique advantages. It can be said that the fraction domain is a unique and practical bridge between time domain and frequency domain analysis [21] . There are many definitions of fractional Fourier transform. And they are equivalent to each other.
The general definition is understood as follows: Basic definition: The p-order fractional Fourier transform of function f (u ) defined in u domain is a linear integral operation. where
Notice that F 4n and F 4n±2 are respectively equivalent to identity operator and odd-even operator. For p = 1, α = π 2 , A α = 1, and
It can be seen that, f 1 (u) is the ordinary Fourier transform of f (u ). The function's zero-order transformation is defined as equal to the function itself: since as α = pπ 2 only occurs in the parameter position of the trigonometric function. The definition of p (or α) parameter has the cycle for 4 (or 2π). So just consider the interval p ∈ (−2, 2] (or α ∈ (−π, π]) [21] .
B. FRACTION DOMAIN FEATURE TRANSFORMATION PRINCIPLE DEDUCING
This section we use the time-width-bandwidth product theorem for the principle deducing.
We choose the fraction domain transformation to extract the feature vector, the reason in addition to the advantages shown by comparing the time domain and frequency domain VOLUME 7, 2019 described above. From the theoretical perspective of the timewidth-bandwidth product derivation, its significance is even stronger.
From the fraction domain sampling theorem, the relationship between the fraction domain bandwidth Bu and the frequency domain bandwidth B is:
where α is the rotation angle for fraction, α = p · π/2. The time width and bandwidth of the fraction domain signal are defined as follows:
where u a is the fraction frequency; x(u a ) is the fraction domain transformation of the signal x(t).
From the indefinite principle of the signal frequency domain:
where t is signal's time width, and u is its bandwidth. The uncertainty principle of the fraction can be derived from the three formulas (6), (7) and (8):
From Parseval, the signal's energy in the time domain is the same as that in the fraction:
where E is the total energy in time domain; E α is the total energy in fraction domain. While
Combining (9), (10), and (11) formulas, we can know that the signal's amplitude averageĀ in the time domain and thē B in the fraction domain show a non-linear change, and it is related to the change angle in the fraction domain [22] , [23] .
Therefore, we can use this non-linear transformation by selecting a suitable angle, so that a sequence of values with no significant difference in time domain amplitude can be converted into a fractional sequence with significant differences in amplitude. Then various motion features signals can be effectively distinguished to achieve the purpose using the method.
C. TRANSFORMED SIGNALS COMPARISION
According to the inferences in the previous section, we can transform the same motion state through the fraction domain, such as the acceleration information in sensitiveaxis-direction of the walking in the Fig. 4 . The amplitude of different orders of transformation has obvious hierarchical changes. At the same time, we also carry out signal transformation for the 7 different motion states on the same order, with different degrees of difference, as shown in the Fig. 5 , where WU, WD, RU and RD are the abbreviation respectively Walk-Upstairs, Walk-Downstairs, Run-Upstairs, and RunDownstairs, and the full text is general. So, compared with single time domain or frequency domain directly determining the feature vector of classification, using the fraction domain transformation method has more advantage of diversity and high distinction. According to the different motions, choose different features with the suitable transformation order for cross combination. We can achieve the optimal to distinguish the effect of motions perception finally.
D. THE FEATURE EXTRACTION
In order to reduce the system's computation and redundancy, the selected features are the general terms in the traditional time domain [7] . But the obtained processing result is after the transformation in the fraction domain. So that the combined feature vector can have a larger distance to obtain better classification accuracy.
Feature selection process is as follows:
where a i is the output acceleration value of sampling point i from accelerometer in sensitive-axis-direction after the filtering; n is the number of single-cycle data; Frft p ( * ) is a process that take the modulus (imaginary number) of the signal after the p-order fraction transformation; ave is the average output amplitude value after the acceleration in sensitive-axisdirection transformed by p-order fraction transformation in a single cycle.
where σ is the standard deviation after the accelerometer output is transformed by p-order fraction transformation in a single period.
3) QUARTILE DEVIAATION
The quartile deviation is the difference value between the 3rd quartile and the 1st quartile. The transformed acceleration data Frft p (a i ) after p-order fraction transformation is b i , i = 1, 2, 3 · · · n, by sorting from small to large; the quartile position is p j = 1 + (n − 1) · j/4, j = 1, 2, 3; k j is the integral part of p j ; r j is the fractional part of p j ; quartile Q j and Quartile deviation IQR are:
4) AMPLITUDE DEFFERENCE VALUE
In the single period after being divided, the difference value between the maximum value and the minimum value of Frft p (a i ), as a classification feature, is expressed by the following formula:
5) RELATIVE HEIGHT DIFFERENCE VALUE
Considering the pressure change due to the height change of the pedestrian when he moves upstairs or downstairs, so the pressure information is introduced. Convert the pressure to height information, and do the least squares linear fitting. Then select the height change in a single cycle as a feature: in a single cycle, use the difference value between the final height value and the initial height in the cycle to obtain the relative height difference H , as follows:
This feature can be used only for time domain processing to effectively complete the discrimination of stair ascending or descending, without any other transformation. The effect will be reflected in the following chapter. If H is positive, it means that the height is getting bigger and the pedestrian is going up the stairs; if it is negative, it means that the height is decreasing and the pedestrian is down the stairs.
In summary, the overall original feature vector can be constructed as follows:
IV. THE APPLICATION PRINCIPLE OF HFDT A. REDUNDANT FEATURES PROCESSING
Regardless of the methods in classification field, the most important thing to determine the classification efficiency and accuracy is to select the appropriate features and the dimension of the feature vector. In a sense, not the more features we choose, the better classification result we will get. It will bring the mutual interference and improve the rate of false positives. The feature vector dimension increasing, will also make the whole system online judge in the process of calculating and reduce the real-time performance due to redundancy is too big. Meanwhile, it takes up too much unnecessary hardware resources.
The following two lines of graphs, Fig. 6 , are compared each group from the top to the bottom: two-dimensional features of the same order after different transformations are selected for classification of related motions. It can be seen from the distribution that the effect of proper selection of features will be significantly different. By the way, as the supplements of abbreviations mentioned above, the WRJ, SM, USM, DSM are represented respectively in Walk+Run+Jump motions, Stairs-Motion, Upstairs-Motion, Downstairs-Motions. (SM = USM+DSM)
When we try to increase the dimensions of feature vector and accurately divide these 7 motion states at one time, the effect is not ideal and unrealistic. As shown in the following Fig. 7 , taking three of the features after 0.2-order transformation as the classification criteria, the overlapping interference between them makes it difficult to realize the ideal division of the 7 modes at one time.
In summary, we will think of using the new ideas of ''optimal order (enlarging the ''division distance'')'', ''optimal feature (dimensionality reduction and redundancy reduction)'' and ''hierarchical sub-classifiers (by layer stripping)'' for the efficient recognition classification. This will be shown below.
B. HYBRID-ORDERS
The concept of hybrid-orders is: according to different motion states, through analysis and comparison of each order transformation with a large number of sample inertial data in the early stage, we find that there is a big difference in the threshold value for different people's different motion states. However, the applicable features and the distribution trend of the change from small to large order are almost similar, and the optimal order of each person only fluctuates within a certain range, which can be adjusted for the specific crowd according to the results of previous training. According to the changing trend of different motion states, there are corresponding relative optimal transformation order with the suitable features, which can be mixed and used to separate each class (the design idea of the hierarchical subclassifiers, explained in the following section) for enlarging the distinction of the ''distance'', so as to achieve the effect of dimensionality reduction (even sometimes 1-dimensional feature can make it) and accuracy improvement. The following two groups of figures, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , are shown those we told above. From left to right and from top to bottom, it can be seen that there is sometimes a high overlap rate in the simple division of time domain or frequency domain. Through the change of fractional order, the optimal order can be found according to the trend, and fine-tuning can be carried out according to the sample set of different people to achieve the best effect.
C. THE DESIGN OF THE HIERARCHICAL RECOGNITION SUB-CLASSIFIERS
Based on the above research foundation, we adopt the dichotomy by selecting the optimal order and suitable feature from top layer to the bottom layer. And conduct perceptual classification from large categories to small categories through the sample database obtained by our previous objects of research. At each layer, the parent class is binary identified, and the final 7 motion modes will automatically form continuous binary coding labels to match the corresponding following step length information. The classification process is shown in the following Fig. 10: 
V. INDOOR PEDESTRIAN POSITIONING ERROR CORRECTION A. IMPROVED HDE HEADING CORRECTION ALGORITHM (IHDE)
In many personal location solutions, the phenomenon of the pedestrian heading divergence due to the divergence and drift of the gyro in the vertical geodetic direction, has always been a big problem. And we need to effectively solve it in the inertial navigation field.
Borestein et al. of the University of Michigan, USA, based on the fact that the indoor environment is mostly along a straight line and the heading angle changes little, proposed the HDE algorithm. They used the heading angle deviation to correct the output of the gyroscope for suppressing the gyro axis drift in vertical geodetic direction. After correction, the heading angle is obtained by angular rate integration, but the integration will introduce angular error again [24] . In this section, based on HDE algorithm, the heading angle is directly corrected by using the heading angle deviation instead of operating the angular rate output of the gyroscope.
It can avoid the above-mentioned integration error and get more effective and intuitional pedestrians' behavior heading correction. In the process, first of all, the algorithm determines whether the pedestrian's movement trajectory is a straight line. Here we use the current heading and the change of the historical headings to judge, as shown in the following formula:
If ψ k < th, it means that there is no obvious change in the heading. The pedestrian is moving along a straight line. At this time, we can use the improved HDE algorithm to modify its heading, as shown in the following formula:
whereψ k is the corrected heading; a and b are empirical constants; α k is the deviation between the current heading and the main direction. In the relatively simple indoor environment, the so-called main heading can be roughly divided into eight directions: the main heading 0ř after the initial alignment, followed by one clockwise direction δ = 45ř to one large direction until 315ř. The deviation of the current heading and main heading can be calculated using the following formula:
where INT (·) is rounding function; ψ k is the current heading angle. The following Fig. 11 is the comparison effect before and after using the improved HDE method:
B. CONSTRAINT AND TRANSITION METHODS

1) FLOOR CONSTRAINT METHOD (FCM)
In the inertial navigation and positioning, there is a divergent characteristic of strapdown solution in calculating the altitude channel. Therefore, it is an effective method to constrain the vertical distance with the relative height difference value from barometer integrated in the IMU. But the collected raw data shown in below Fig. 12 (a) , there is only trend without stable output. We can't quantify and use them directly. Therefore, we use the least squares fitting method to linearize it. The effect is also shown in Fig. 12 (a) .
Divide each step of pedestrian's movement into the movement cycle, and enlarge the above-mentioned climbing process partially. As shown in the Fig. 12 (b) , we can see that the pedestrian each motion's height is about 15cm which almost equals the real height of one step. The vertical distance resolution is good.
Next, we enter the floor restraint method: according to the behavior, algorithm identifies the end point of the up or down stairs time, that is, the first other form of motions after the staircase movements. The pressure relative height value at that time is approximately equal to the floor height multiplied by a certain number of layers (the threshold is limited) When the result is. Then the calculating vertical height of the next moment point is artificially pulled to this floor and fixed until the next staircase movement is detected again. And then the height value is changed accordingly as usual. In this way, the positioning accuracy of three-dimensional space can be effectively improved. The height of the motion on the same floor can be limited. The trajectory line type can be improved. At the same time, the problem of divergence of the altitude channel using inertial navigation can also be avoided. The technical theoretical flow chart is shown in the Fig. 13 below. 
2) MOTION STATES TRANSITION CORRECTION TECHNIQUE (MST)
As is known to all, in the pedestrian movement process, there is always a period of movement states transition. And if we directly calculating the track position information based on the simplification of step length without any transition process, it will bring more or less positioning error.
The source of positioning error, in simple terms, is from the motions transitional process, as shown in the Fig. 14 below. The error depends on the frequency of motion state transition and the different pedestrians' ability that control their own motions. The error caused by the inertia of the movement, mainly occurs in the transition zone related to the ''running motion'' especially in the indoor environment. Therefore, the definition of the transition zone and the revision point also need to be discussed separately.
The walk-run transition on the same floor: according to the movement states transition before and after, we find the transition point, and then taking into account the individual's movement habits, leave the appropriate n motion cycles before and after the transition point (running-point disappearing or appearing moment) as the transition zone. This period will be recalculated: since the error originates from the process of acceleration or deceleration, the transition zone will change its coefficient appropriately according to the original step length model mentioned in the next section. And we calculate a reasonable transition zone distance due to the inertia of the movement for reducing the error. Until it connects to the first state point which without in the zone and begins its own estimation process as usual.
The combination of run with WU and WD: due to the particularity of this kind of movements (changing in pressure value), this process of climbing the building will not be set as the transition zone. Only appropriate acceleration and deceleration movement cycles are given as a transition zone during the running phase. And it is recalculated with changed step length as above.
The combination of RU and RD to walk: in the same way, only appropriate acceleration and deceleration movement cycles are given as a transition zone during the walking phase. And it is recalculated with changed step length as above.
The combination of run and jump or static state: due to the particularity of the jumping and static motion states (displacement is almost unchanged), this process will not be set as the transition zone, neither. Only appropriate acceleration and deceleration movement cycles are given as a transition zone during the running phase. And it is recalculated with changed step length as above.
C. STEP LENGTH ESTIMATION 1) WALK
Walking is the most common and relatively gentle form in pedestrians' movements. Therefore, using the linear step model [25] to estimate the step size is ideal, as follows:
where SL walk is the walking step size; SF is the step frequency; SV is the acceleration variance for each step; A, B, C are the experience coefficients for different pedestrians.
2) RUN
Compared to walking, Running is a more intense form of the movements. Therefore, the nonlinear step model [26] is used for estimation, as shown in the following formula:
where SL run is the step size for running; A max and A min are the maximum and minimum values for each step's acceleration; K is the experience coefficient for different pedestrian.
3) JUMP
The in-situ jumping movement can be approximately looked as a motion the pedestrian without any spatial displacement. The step size model is directly approximated to zero, and the heading remains basically unchanged.
4) UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS
Up and down stairs can be seen as an advanced version of pedestrian moving. It not only has the positional movement in the two-dimensional plane, but also the change in height. Therefore, it is necessary to add a height change based on the vertical displacement, as shown in the following formula:
where SL stairs is the horizontal step size in climbing the stairs; ρ walk and ρ run are the adaptive parameters for the step forward; SH is the height change for each step respectively;
H is the height change of the barometer; ρ is the experience coefficient for different pedestrian in the height direction moving.
5) RELATED TO RUN IN THE TRANSITION ZONE
According to the description of the motion state transition correction technique section, depending on the circumstances, the step size coefficient is adjusted to perform a new calculation. ρ walk and ρ run are the new adjusted coefficient. And the coefficient, we will adjust the weight ratio adaptively with the corresponding number of cycles, acceleration and deceleration phases in the transition zone. Finally, we can obtain the most realistic reproduction of the transition process. The transition zone step expression is as follows:
ρ walk × SL walk , walk, acceleration and deceleration ρ run × SL run , run, acceleration and deceleration (25)
VI. THE EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS A. HARDWARE INTRODUCTION
We used the hardware to verify those methods are presented. The belt-type pedestrian positioning terminal and the enlarged main core circuit board are as shown in the Fig. 15 below, which mainly include: packaged 3-axis gyro and accelerometer, barometer and ultra-low power consumption stm32-401-arm chip. In order to guarantee the reliability and stability of data sources, the matrix arrays of 8 IMUs on the positive and negative chip-sides are used for weighted calculation. Specific relevant parameters of the hardware are listed in the following Table 1 :
The sampling crowd of movements data selected in this paper were 5 young men and 4 young women. On the bodily form aspect: tall, short, fat and thin, we all had been concerned. Meanwhile, we had carried out repeated data collection process of single motion for many times, which had universality and excludes certain randomness. The schematic diagram of the test motion process is shown in Fig. 16 :
According to the features mentioned in this paper, the resolution of the transformation data in the frequency domain is very low. It has no practical significance, so was excluded from the comparison line. Although the accuracy of other frequency domain feature analysis and additional ancillary information methods used in the references can be improved to be close to the results in this paper, the timeliness is indeed compromised due to the excessive computational quantity and the complexity of the relative design. Therefore, there is still ''a long distance'' for improvement in engineering application, so it is not included in the comparison list here. In the final comparison, the traditional time domain classification features mentioned in previous references were selected to compare the accuracy of classification and positioning [7] - [16] . One group of representative classification results is selected to illustrate that the accuracy. Other groups' results are also distributed within the small range of its. The confusion matrix of the perception classification of the HFTD of these 7 motion states is shown in the following Table 2 , where the red number in brackets is the result of the perception in the time domain with the same process.
The accuracy comparison table of the 7 pedestrian motions of perception classification in the fraction domain and time domain (TD) is summarized in the following Table 3 , and the histogram is drawn in Fig. 17 . It can be seen that the recognition accuracy of the method proposed in this paper can be improved by nearly 10 percentage points compared with the traditional time domain method. 
C. THE EXPERIMENT RESULTS OF APPLICATION IN POSITIONING
We chose the test site in the laboratory building, and the schematic route is shown in the Fig. 18 below: starting from VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 24. The effect comparison of using the MST or not and the rough relationship.
the 6th floor, we made different movements according to the designed sections on the way. And formed a closed loop by going up and down stairs, finally returning to the start point. The whole process was based on the auxiliary pedestrian odometer and pedometer to record the route distance and the number of motion cycles of each movement state. The calculated position information was sent to the computer terminal by the wireless way to display the track. Finally, the positioning accuracy is obtained by calculating the difference value between the start and end positions.
The Fig. 19 below shows the corresponding motion trajectories under different motion states, which are marked with different color point. At the same time, this trajectory also contains misrecognition-motions part recognized other movements different from we did. MSTP is the abbreviation of Motion state transition point, these points (yellow point in the following figure) is generated by applying this motion state transition correction technology.
The following Fig. 20 is the track figure with the position information of pedestrians on each floor of the whole journey. Since the positioning terminal was fixed at the waist of human body, the height position information of the initial vertical direction was determined to be 0.88m higher than the floor where the pedestrian was standing for the subsequent calculation.
The following contents are the detailed positioning effect comparison diagrams by using those key technologies proposed in this paper:
1) THE COMPARISION IN CLASSIFICATION METHODS
The perceptual results of traditional TD classification method summarized in [7] , [8] , and [16] and HFTD method proposed in this paper are compared as shown in the 
4) THE COMPARISION BY USING MST
After many tests, we found that most of the error sources, mainly comes from the switching motions where on the same height or floor, especially when we walk and run to switch each other along a straight track. It is not like the staircase movement, has a special ''scene constraint''. Its acceleration and deceleration process are obviously. Therefore, the error and the switching frequency of the two motion states mentioned above also have a rough positive correlation relationship.
Therefore, we conducted an experiment on the 100-meter straight standard track in the playground. As shown in the Fig. 24 , switching the states between walk and run in multifrequencies will indeed bring about the final positioning error. The rough positive correlation relationship is also shown in the lower right part of the Fig. 24 . However, the motion transition correction technique proposed in this paper can reduce the error (4.9% to 1.8%) to a certain extent.
Finally, the summary figure reflects the comparison between the indoor pedestrian positioning tracks formed by those key technologies proposed in this paper in different combinations, as shown in the fig. 25 . The accuracy and correction effect have been marked in the legend or shown from other views respectively. It shows that the proposed method in this paper is effective and has some reference and contribution to the field of pedestrian inertial indoor positioning.
VII. CONCLUSION
Aiming at the inherent problems of heading divergence and error accumulation in indoor inertial positioning of pedestrian, we proposed a novel indoor positioning error correction method based on the pedestrian multi-motions perception process. This method for pedestrian seven kinds of common forms of indoor movements, properly brings the fraction domain theory which usually be used as a tool to deal the linear frequency modulation signals into the field of navigation. That is like a bridge between the time domain and frequency domain. And it inherits the traditional methods' advantages, meanwhile enlarge its own good characteristics. Through the inertia data of the movements produced by the positioning terminal fixed at the waist, we selected the optimal transformation order and suitable features, which can do effectively hierarchical classification, training and learning. (The classification accuracy can be 97% on average) At the same time, all kinds of constraint and correction algorithms are combined to obtain a good trajectory with the positioning accuracy up to an order of magnitude of about four thousandths.
The advantages of the method proposed in this paper are as follows: 1) the process of classification only requires correlation processing of inertial signal of the single axis accelerometer; 2) in terms of feature extraction, we reduce the dimensionality for minimizing the system redundancy and improve the computational efficiency; 3) we design the hierarchical sub-classifiers. The mathematical model construction is very simple and easy to implement. In terms of classification, even if the classification is wrong, it can only be wrong to another category, rather than to other categories. Thus, it improves the perceptual accuracy of the system. 4) the inherent divergence problems of the altitude channel and heading in the inertial field have been improved and even be solved in a specific indoor environment with relatively simple multi-linear path constraint; 5) the proposed MST correction technique effectively reduces the position error caused by completely relying on a single step length information. By enlarging the details in the transition zone, the error accumulated by switching frequency will be compensated appropriately. And the final positioning accuracy will be improved.
Aspects to be improved and relative researches should be carried out in the future are as follows: 1) the types of crowd need to be expanded for a larger inertial data sample library and analyzed for the effects of differences in exercise habits and wearing styles; 2) the MST correction technique used in the process of climbing stairs in a building between walking and running should be further explored; 3) In the case of the height per floor of the building is different by using the FCM method, we need to make further adjustments in detail. 4) The IHDE is mainly applicable to the situation that the indoor pedestrian track is restricted by the building structure and the pedestrian has no special traveling condition. However, for a wide and complex indoor or even outdoor environment, where pedestrians can travel along any trajectory, the correction of heading and position in navigation can be carried out by integrating geomagnetic correction of magnetometer and GPS or other auxiliary information.
To sum up, the method proposed in this paper is practical and effective. It combines inertial navigation technology with fraction domain theory which usually used in other fields. And we improved and innovated it in the right way. Therefore, for the development of the research in this filed, it has brought certain research references and the values of opening up ideas.
